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Many private foundations choose not to make
grants to other private foundations , or to controlled public charities, because those grants
would require compliance with complicated redistribution and timing requirements known as
the "out of corpus" rules. The authors suggest that
these rules deserve a second look. They are admittedl y complex, but they can be put to good use.
Rather than viewing them as an insurmountable
barrier separating grantmaker from potential
grantee, they can be seen as part of a tool kit that
enables private fo undations to work productively
with the grantees of their choice.
For example, a donor might create a private
found ation and fund it with substantial assets,
with the goal of supporting a particular field of
direct charitable activity. The donor wants to
control those activities, but does not want to
expose the assets of her foundation to liabilities
t hat the direct activities might create. The
donor could create one or more additional
charitable organizations to carry out those direct activities, control their governance, and
still fund them with qualifying distributions
fro m her private foundation by using the out of
corpus rules as described below.
BETSY BUCHA LTER ADLER is a principal, and BRIGIT KA VA NAGH is an associate, in Adler & Colvin in San Francisco.

Background
Organizations exempt under Section 50l(c)(3) are
divided into private foundations and public charities. Private foundations are those organizations
exempt under Section 50l(c)(3) whose support is
derived principally from one or a few major
donors . A special regulatory scheme app lies to
private foundations in addition to the basic rules
governing all charities. The private foundation
laws impose a 2% tax on investment income, limit
self-dea ling and business holdings, require annual
distributions, prohibit lobbying, and restrict the
organization's operations in other ways. 1 Also,
large donors to a private foundation have a lower
ceiling on the amount of deductible gifts they can
claim each year. 2
The policy underlying the annual distribution requirement is to ensure that private foun dations' charitable assets enter t he "charitable
stream" instead of simply accumulating over
time. Private foundations' annual distributions
must be made for charitable purposes and must
equal at least 5% of the net fair market value of
the private foundation's assets held for investment.3 The tax law refers to these payments as
"qualifying distributions:' While many grants
from private foundations to o rganizations exempt under Section 50l(c)(3) will count as
qualifying d istributions, other such grants will
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EXHIBIT 1

General Ordering Rules.

Distributable Amount
Qualifying Distribution

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

$100
0

$100
$100

$100
$250

$100
$100

$100
$100

$100
$100

$100
$100

EXHIBIT2

Election to Alter the General Ordering Rules.

Distributable amount
Qu alifying distribution

2006

2007

2008

2009

$100
$100

$110

$120

0

0

$130
$250

EXHIBIT3

Grantors' Contributions (see example on page 24).
From

Type of Entity

y

Public Charity
Private Foundation
Private Foundation
Private Foundation

z
Q
F

Amount
$150
$70
$140
$180

Restrictions/Earmarking/ Other Instructions

"Distribute my grant before you distribute Z's grant."
"No redistribution is necessary; we've already made
enough qualifying distributions to avoid taxes
under Section 4942 ."

not. Specifically, grants to oth er private (n o n operating) fo undations• and grants to organi zations t hat are contro ll ed by the granto r pri vate foundation or its d isqualified pe rsons 5 will
not count as qualifying distributions. T he only
exception to this ge nera l rule is the statutory
scheme k nown as the "flow -th ro ugh" or "o ut of
corpus" exception . To take advantage of this except ion , the g ra ntee must redi strib ute th e full
gran t amount and must also satisfy its annual
distribution o bligation for that year from other
so u rces, without co un ting the gra nt funds.
Strict an d sp ecifi c time limits and o rdering
r ules apply to th ese di stributions .6

•

•

Definitions
For purposes of this article, the fo llowing defini tio ns will apply :
Grantor. As used here, the grantor is a private
fou ndation that wants to count as a qualifying
di stribution a grant to either (l) another pri vate fo undation or (2) a Section 50l (c)(3) taxexempt organization of any kind (private fo un dation , private operating fo undation, or public
charity) con troll ed ei ther by th e private foun da tio n or its disqualified perso ns.
Recipient. This refe rs to the recipie nt of a grant
fro m the gran tor. To be eligible fo r an out of
20
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co rpus grant, t he recipient must be a tax-exempt organizati on described in Section
50 l (c)(3). 7 T hat specific eligib ility requi rement
is discussed below.
Qualifying distribution. This is an amo un t paid
by a private fo und ation to accomplish one or
more charitable purposes described in Section
l 70(c)(2) (B) . Amounts th at a private fo undation spends on reasonable and necessa ry ad ministrative expenses to accomplish th ese
charitable pur poses also co unt toward a private
fo undati on's qualifying distribu tions. 8
Distributable amount. T he d istributable
amo unt is the amo un t that a private fou nd ati on must di stribute, as qu ali fying d istribu tions, in a give n year. Thi s amou nt generally is
equal to 5% of the net fai r market value of the
private foundation's assets held fo r investment. 9
Undistributed income. Und istrib uted in come is
the distribu table amount less any quali fy ing
d istributions made. 10
Redistribute/Redistribution. T hese terms refer
to the amo unt that th e grant recipient must
grant out o r spend on charitable or related admini strative activities in o rder to permi t the
grantor to take advantage of the out of corpus
exception-"
Control. Dete rmining whet her a grantor
co ntrol s th e rec ipient req ui res lookin g at
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what, if any, control the granto r has ove r the
rec ip ie nt organ ization and not to an y restricti o ns o n the use of the grant that the gran tor
ma y impo se on a p ar ticular grant. (T he re stric tion o f a grant's use to a p art icul a r char ita bl e prog ram also do es not constitute cont rol for p urp oses of thi s anal ys is.) Direct
contro l ex ists if a majority of th e recipient's
board of directors are the grantor's disqualified perso ns. Indirect co ntrol exists if the
gran to r's disqualified persons hold so much
power over th e recip ient that the y can force
t he rec ip ien t to make a particular expend it ure, des p ite not constituting a majority of
th e rec ipient's board of directors . The IRS
loo ks to wh ether the disqualified persons
have the powe r to co ntrol the rec ipi ent and
no t to whe ther t hey actua ll y exerc ise that
power. The mere p oss ibility that th e
gran tor's disqualified persons could force
the recipien t to make a particular expe ndi ture is eno ugh to resu lt in control. 12
Tax -exempt organization described in Section
501(c)(3). Eli gible recipients of out of corpus
gran ts must be tax-exempt organ izat ions described in Section 50l(c)(3) .13 A grant to a
non -50 l (c)(3) organization that is controlled
by t he grantor can not count towards the
gran tor's qua lifying distributions, regardless
of how cha ritable the purpose of the grant or
the act ivities of the grantee may beu More
spec ifi call y:
l. Organ izations that are described in Section
50 l (c)(3) , and that have received a letter of determinat ion from the IRS as to this status, are
eligible recipients.

2. O rganizations that are described in Section
50 l ( c)(3) and have not yet rece ived a determination letter from the IRS, o r that have n ot
yet applied to the IRS for recog nition of tax
exemption , may still be eligibl e recipients of
an ou t of corpus grant. Sect io n 508, the regu lat ions thereund er, and publi shed IRS guid ance provide that ne w organi zations will be
treated as described in Section 50 l (c)(3) so
long as they appl y to the IRS for recognition
of tax exemption within 27 months after for mat ion. T he grantor can co un t grants to the
rec ip ient as qu alifying d istr ibutions if (a) th e
recipient redi stributes the gran t and other wise complies with the o ut of corp us rul es,
and (b) the recipi ent eventually does obtain a
favorable determ ination letter from th e IRS,
retroactive to its formatio n .15
3. C hurches are exempt organi zations described
in Section 50l(c)(3), even though they may
n ever file Fo rm 1023 for recognition of exem ption, as lon g as they otherwise meet the
requirem ents for exemption under Section
50 l (c)(3) (e.g. , are organized and operated for
rel igious purp oses, with n o private inurement, no substantial non -exem pt purpose ac tivities , no substantial lobbying, and no political campai gn intervention ). 16 C hurches,
therefore, generally are elig ibl e recipients of
out of corpus grants.

Ordering rules for qualifying distributions
Each year, a private foundation must spend its distri butable amount as qualifying distributions. If it
does not, excise taxes will apply. 17 T he public pol the private foundation grantor would instruct the grantee
that the grant need not be red istributed.
Reg . 534942(a)-3(c)(1)

The basic private foundation rules are found in Sections
4940-4945.
Section 170(b).
This is a very generalized statement; the actual calculation is
more complex. Section 4942.
A private operating foundation is a private foundation that
makes distributions directly for the active conduct of chari table activities and is described in Section 4942G)(3). Grants
from private foundations to private operating foundations are
treated as qualifying distributions without regard to the out
of corpus rule, so long as (1) the grantee is not co ntrolled by
the grantor or its disqualified persons and (2) the grantor exercises expenditure responsibility over the grant (a matter
not discussed in this article). Therefore, unless otherwise
noted , references in this article to "private foundations " refer
to non-operating private foundations.
A disqualified person to a private foundation is a related
party with respect to that foundation , as defined in Section
4946.
Not al l grants must be redistributed in this manner. For
example, grants from public charities do not have to be
redistributed. In addition , a private foundation grantor
may decide that it can meet its minimum distribution obligations without counting a particular grant. In that case,
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Section 4942(g).
Sections 4942(d), 4942(e) .
10
11
12
13

14

15

16

17

Section 4942(c).
Section 4942(g)(3)(A).
Reg. 534942(a)-3(a)(3).
Reg. 534942(a)-3(c)(1 ).
Grants to foreign organizations for charitable purposes may
be treated as qualifying distributions in certain circumstances . Such grants, however, are outside the scope of this
article.
Grantors should bear in mind that while many applicants receive a favorable exemption determination letter from the
IRS, this result is not automatic and cannot be guaranteed.
It is possible that the grantor might learn after the fact that
the recipient did not obtain tax-exempt charitable status.
Section 508(a) provides that to be described in Section
501 (c)(3), an organization must apply to the IRS for recognition of tax exemption. Churches, their integrated auxiliaries,
and conventions or associations of churches are excepted
out of this requirement under Section 50S(c).
Section 4942.
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The policy is to
ensure that private
foundations'
charitable assets
enter the 'charitable
stream.'

icy is clear- donors should not be permitted to
take an income tax charitable contribution deduction for donations to their individual private foundations, and then accumulate the funds inside the
private foundation indefinitely, without ever putting the money to charitable use. Strict and spe cific ordering rules apply to the treatment of a private foundation's qualifying distributions to
ensure that, above all, private foundations make
their own annual distributions to get funds into
the charitable stream.
General ordering rules. A private foundation
must satisfy its own qualifying distributions for
the immediately preceding tax year before it can
do anything else. The ordering rules also set forth
when a redistribution of a grant will be considered
to have been made out of corpus. Unless it makes
the election described below, a private foundation
must allocate its qualifying distributions in the
following order: 18
• First, to its undistributed income for the immediately preceding tax year.
• Second, to its undistributed income for the
current tax year. 19
• Finally, out of corpus.
Example. A private foundation, created in 2002,
uses the calendar year as its tax year. 20 Its distributable amounts and qualifying distributions for
2004 through 2010 are as shown in Exhibit 1 on
page 20.
In 2005, the qualifying distribution of $100
is treated as made out of the $100 of undistributed income for 2004. In 2006, the qualifying
d istribution of $250 is treated as made ( 1) $100
out of the undistributed income for 2005, (2)
$100 out of the undistributed income for 2006,
and (3) $50 out of corpus in 2006. In 20072010, the qualifying distributions of $100 for
each year are treated as made out of the undistributed income for each of those respective
years.

How it works-A hypothetical scenario

Once a private foundation has satisfied its qualify-

Against this background, consider this illustration
of how two imaginary private foundations were
able to use the out of corpus rules to maximize the
public benefit from their activities.
The Biomedical Research Foundation (Bio)
and the Economic Opportunity Foundation
(Econ) are grantmaking organizations that are
exempt from tax under Section 501(c)(3) and
are classified as private foundations. Neither

18

Section 4942(h)(1 ).
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19

The private foundation can, however, make an election to al locate the current year's qualifying distributions (in excess of
its undistributed income for the immediately preceding tax
year) to corpus or to a prior tax year. See the discussion on
the election to alter the general ordering rules, below.

This assumes that Bio has not instructed Econ that it need
not redistribute the grant. If Bio has already met its distributable amount for the year and does not need to count the
grant to Econ as a qualifying distribution, Bio could instruct
Econ that it need not redistribute the grant. Reg. 53.4942(a) 3(c)(1)(i)

20

This example was adapted from Reg 53.4942(a)-3(d)(3), Example 1.

25

Reg. 53.4942 (a)-3(c)(1 )(i).

Election to alter the general ordering rules.

21

Section 4942(h)(2).

22

Reg. 53.4942(a)-3(d)(2).

23

22

ing distributions for the immediately preceding
tax year, it can elect to treat further distributions
as coming either out of the undistributed income
for a designated prior tax year or out of corpus. 21
The election is made in one of two ways: 22
• The private foundation can file a statement
with the IRS during the tax year in which the
qualifying distribution is made.
• The private foundation can attach a statement
to its tax return. (Merely checking boxes on
Form 990-PF is not a valid election; the private
foundation also must attach a statement to its
tax return .)
Example. For 2006 through 2009, a private
foundation has distributable amounts and qualifying distributions shown in Exhibit 2 on page 20.
For the 2009 qualifying distribution of$250,
$120 is treated as having come from the undistributed income for 2008. If the private foundation has made no election, the remaining $130
is treated as having come from the undistrib uted income for 2009.
If, however, the private foundation has made
an election, the foundation can choose how to
allocate its remaining qualifying distributions
for 2009 (after the mandatory allocation to its
undistributed income for 2008). It could do so
by allocating $110 out of the undistributed income for 2007, and either ( 1) the remaining $20
out of corpus in 2009, or (2) the remaining $20
to offset its 2009 distributable amount.

Sections 4945(d)(4), 4945(h); Reg. 53.4945 -5(b); Edie , Expenditure Responsibility Step by Step (Council on Foundations , 2002).
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Reg. 53.4942(a)-3(c)(1)(ii).

28

/d.

29

/d.

30

Reg. 53.4942(a)-3(c)(2)(i).
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organization controls the other, either directly
or indirectly. Bio has developed a particular expertise in the area of biomedical research and
makes multiple grants each year to support this
research. Econ has developed a particular expertise in identifying and funding programs
that support economic opportunities for lowincome and underserved areas. Both Bio and
Econ have grantmaking staff who are skilled in
each subject area and, because of this, each organization is successful at evaluating grant proposa ls and understanding the impact that each
grant will have on the larger community.
Bio now wishes to support economic de velopment in low - income commun ities to
provide opportunities for individuals who
might eventually work in the biomedical research field. Rather t han attempt to become
expert in economic development, Bio's directors conclude that Econ is best suited to carry
o ut th is purpose. Bio's staff talks to Eco n's
staff abo ut Bio possibly making a grant to
Econ to fund Econ's economic development
g rant programs, with a particu lar emphasis
on economic development that promotes
b iomedical research . Grants from Bio to
Econ will not be qualifying distributions,
and will not count toward Bio's minimum
d istribution requirement, unless Econ redistributes th e full amount of the grants out of
its corpus. Bio's directors approve a grant to
Econ to support economic development in
low-income commu n ities, with an emphasis
on promotion of biomedical research. For
Bio to count the grant as a qualifying distri bution, t he following must happen:
1. The grant must be made with expenditure
respons ibility, an oversight and monitoring
scheme described in Section 4945(h) and
accompanying regulations. The reason is
that a grant from one private foundation to
another without expenditure responsibility
is a taxable expe nditure, and a taxable ex penditure is not a qualifying distribution. 23
2. Econ must timely redistribute the grant out
of its corpus. This means that Econ must satisfy two distribution obligations in the following order: (a) it must make its own qualifying distributions (and have no remaining
undistributed income) as Section 4942 ordi narily requi res and (b) it must redistribute, as
qualifying distributions, all of the grant
amount it received from Bio before the end of
its tax year immediately succeeding the tax
year in which it received the grant. 24
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The redistribution must constitute a qualifying distribution in its own right, without regard
to the out of corpus exception. Econ therefore
cannot redistribute the grant in such a way that
it would need to employ the out of corpus exception with respect to the redistribution .25
Econ must redistribute, out of its corpus, any
grant from Bio by the end ofEcon's tax year that
immediately follows the tax year in which Econ
received the grant from Bio. 26 In other words, if
Econ receives the grant in Year One, it must redistribute the grant from corpus before the end
ofYear Two. Econ must first make its own qual ifying distributions; only then is it permitted to
count further distributions out of its corpus, as
described in the discussion of the ordering
rules, above.
For Bio to claim the grant as a qualifying distribution, it must obtain adequate records or
other sufficient evidence from Econ (such as a
statement by an appropriate officer, director, or
trustee) showing: 27
• That Econ redistributed the contribution as a
qualifying distribution.
• The names and addresses of the recipients of
such redistribution and the amount received
by each.
• That the distribution was treated by Eco n as a
distribution made out of corpus.
If Bio cannot obtain the required records
from Econ, it cannot count the grant as a qualifying distribution. 28
Econ can use the grant for its own administrative expenses as long as the expenditures
would count as qualifying distributions. In
this case, to satisfy the recordkeeping requirements listed above, Bio must obtain a statement from Eco n setting forth the general purpose for which the expenditure was made and
the amount that Econ redistributed (to itself)
as a qualifying distribution. 29
Bio may count the grant as a qualifying distribution on ly ifEcon redistributes the grant out of
corpus in compliance with the ordering rules discussed above. Suppose that Bio, hoping to make
sure its grant is redistributed, instructs Econ to
redistribute its grant before redistributing all
other grants that will satisfy the out of corpus exception. Unfortunately for Bio, the regulations do
not allow Econ to agree to this condition. Specifically, Econ is not permitted to treat any particular grantor's grant as being distributed before any
other grantor's grant, even if the original grantor
instructs Econ to redistribute its grants in a particular order. 3° For instance, in the example
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below, one of the grantors attempts to instruct the
recipient to redistribute its grant before redistributing another grantor's grant. The Code's ordering rules supersede any attempts by a grantor to
"cut ahead" in this manner, so the recipient can not comply with those instructions.
Econ cannot redistribute a grant out of corpus if it has undistributed income from the pre ceding tax year. The ordering rules make this
very clear. Econ must follow the order ing ru les.
That includes, if desirable, making the election
described in the discussion of the ordering
rules, above. Suppose, now, that Econ redistrib uted some of the grant, but not all, and Bio
seeks to count a portion of the redistribution
towards its qualifying distributions. The
amounts that Econ redistributed will be treated
as having been made pro rata out of all of its
contributions that Econ must red istribute. 31
The example below contains an ill ust ration of
how this works.
Part XIII of Form 990 - PF addresses qualifying distributions and the elections to treat certain distributions as out of corpus. Grantors
and recipients should discuss how to complete
t his part of Form 990 - PF with an accountant.
Example. As an alternate hypothetical, assume in
the facts above that Econ is a public charity con trolled by Bio's disqualified persons. Current tax law
does not impose a qualifying distributions obligation on public charities. As described above, however, Econ must still redistribute Bio's grant out of
corpus in order for Bio to treat the grant to Econ as
a qualifying distribution, because Bio's disqualified
persons control Econ. In this case, Econ must calcu late what its distributable amount and qualifying
distributions would have been if it were a private
foundation. Thus, Econ must first distribute
amounts equal to what its minimum distribution
amount would have been for the year immediately
preceding the current year, as if it were a private
foundation , without counting Bio's grant. After
making this minimum distribution, Econ must then
redistribute the grant from Bio such that the redistribution is deemed to be made out of its corpus.
Example. R is a private foundation . fn 2009, it
has a distributable amount of $ 100 and receives
$540 in contributions. 32 It makes no qualifying
31

/d.

32

This example is adapted from Reg . 53.4942(a)-3(c)(3), Example 5 .
Under the ordering rules described above , it is possible for
a private foundation to su persede the default ordering provisions by making an election to have cert ai n distri butions
treated as being made out of corpus.

33
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distributions in 2009. In 2010, its distributable
amount is $125 and it makes qualifying distribu tions of $420.
The $540 in contributions that R received
comes from grantors who are a combination of
public charities and private foundations. None
of the grantors or the grantors' disqualified persons controls R, either directly or indirectly.
The grantors' contributions break down as
shown in Exhibit 3 on page 20.
In 2010, Its qualifying distribution of $420 is
treated as made:
• $100 out of the undistributed income for 2009.
• $125 out of the undistributed income for 2010.
(R did not make an election 33 to have any
amount distributed in excess oflts 2009 undistributed income treated as distributed out of
corpus. Therefore, the ordering rules described
above must be followed, and the qualifying distributions allocated first to 2009 then to 2010.)
• The remaining $195 ($420 minus $225) is
available to be treated as out of corpus.
• Y's contribution of$150 is from a public charity and does not have to be redistributed.
• F specifically instructed R that its contribution
of$ 180 did not need to be redistributed.
• Earmarking is not allowed, so Q's instruction to
redistribu te its grant before Z's grant is unsuccessful, as is any attempt R makes to earmark its
redistribution of Q's contribution.
• The remaining $195 in qualifying distributions
will be treated as having been made out of corpus,
and Z and Q will be entitled to a pro-rata share of
the qualifying distribution. Z will be able to count
$65 of its $70 contribution as a qualifying distribution ([$195 x $70] I $210 = $65). Q will be able
to count $130 of its $140 contribution as a quali fyingdistribution ([$195 x $140] I $210 = $130).

Conclusion
The out of corpus rules support partnering in
philanthropy. While complex in application ,
the out of corpus rules provide an excellent op portunity for private foundations to expand
their scope and deepen the reach of their phil anthropic activities through effective partnerships with other private foundations or con trolled charities. Small family foundations , as
well as very large family or corporate founda tions, can collaborate in this manner. The au thors believe that despite its complexity, the out
of corpus framework can help private foundations collaborate for public benefit. •
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